positive valence, but not painful stimuli, is associated with reductions of neuronal processing in MDD. This study was supported by the research cluster MMI-CNS funded by the University of Vienna and Medical University of Vienna, Austria. 
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Dissociable Effects of Social Stress on Exploratory and Exploitative Reasoning Across Age
Dilip Kumar*, Amelia Koh*, V Chua, YY Sitoh, Hao Yang TAN *equal contribution Abstract Background: Neuropsychiatric disorders like depression often have onset in late adolescence or early adulthood -periods associated with increased prefrontal-striatal reactivity to stress. Exploratory reasoning may be sensitive to social competition stress prevalent in urban societies. Here, we examined exploratory and exploitative reasoning in a novel functional MRI paradigm. We hypothesized that induced social competitive stress might differentially affect prefrontal-striatal function across dissociable reasoning processes in younger relative to middleaged individuals. Methods: We studied 21 young adults (median age 23) and 21 middle-aged adults (median age 49) as they were scanned in a 3T-MRI. The fMRI paradigm engaged events where subjects explored whether a hidden number was higher or lower than a presented number, or exploited knowledge of the hidden number. Trials were performed with or without induced socialcompetitive stress featuring a competitor doing better at the same task. Results: Age group did not affect reasoning performance metrics. Social stress was, however, associated with faster and more risky exploratory responses (p<0.01). Prefrontal-striatal function was decreased by social stress during exploratory reasoning (p<0.001 uncorrected). These effects were relatively larger in younger subjects (p<0.001 uncorrected). On the other hand, older subjects' prefrontal-striatal function reacted to stress more during exploitation tasks (p<0.001 uncorrected). Conclusions: Young and older adults appear to react differently under stress during exploration versus exploitation of knowledge. Our results suggest transiting from early to middle adulthood may differentially modulate stress-associated prefrontal-striatal response biases in the processing of exploratory versus exploitative reasoning.
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Cognitive function and white matter hyperintensity in elderly patients with depression Abstract Objectives: Depression is one of the most frequently reported psychiatric problems in later life. It is known to be associated with decrease in cognitive function. In recent years, several researches report that increased high signal intensity measured by brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is associated with cognitive function in older adults. This study is aimed to evaluate the association of cognitive function and high signal intensity of brain MRI in elderly patients with depression. Methods: Samples were obtained from retrospective chart review from geriatric mental health outpatient service of one tertiarycare university hospital, from January 1st, 2013 to March 31st, 2015. Among patients who completed Korean Version of Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease Neuropsychological assessment battery (CERAD-K), Revised Korean version of the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS-KR) and brain MRI, total 63 subjects were eligible for this study. White matter hyperintensity(WMH) of brain MRI was measured by two psychiatrists independently using Fazeka scale. Statistical analyses were done using SPSS version 21. Statistical significance was set as alpha level 0.05.
Results:
The mean age of sample was 71.7 and female was 92 percent (n=52). Samples were assigned to low GDS-K group and high GDS-K group according to cut-off point of GDS-K. Demographic data of the two groups showed no difference. Of all neuropsychological tests, there were no significant differences between the two groups. WMH of the two groups showed no significant differences in terms of Fazeka scale score. Conclusions: Subjective reports of depressive symptoms which represented by GDS-K was not associated with cognitive dysfunction or white matter hyperintensity in elderly adults with depression. Key words: Depression, Cognition, white matter hyperintensity, elderly
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A prospective study of structural connectivity in adolescents with major depressive disorder: A preliminary study However, white matter alterations in adolescents with major depressive disorder remain to be further explored as DTI studies report contrasting results. In order to explore this subject, we report findings from longitudinal voxelwise analyses of DTI data collected at baseline and at 12-week follow-up on 12 adolescents. Methods: We recruited drug-naïve, adolescents with major depressive disorder. They were at first onset. The patients were initially evaluated and followed-up prospectively for 12 weeks after starting the antidepressant medication. They were evaluated again at 12-week. We conducted a whole-brain tract-based spatial statistical (TBSS) analysis of DTI derived parameters including fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD). Results: A total of 12 adolescents between age 13 and 18 with major depressive disorder participated in the study. FSL's TBSS established voxel-level differences in the comparison between Pre-treatment and Post-treatment parameter -fractional anisotropy. Whole brain TBSS (p<0.05) showed FA value differences in
